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AGBOI97 / WENDYDARLING01
(Windy in bed on Instagram messenger. Beside her bed
is Samantha’s bed, which is painted to look like brass.
Windy has spot-treatment acne medicine on her face and
her hair is wet and her face is lit by her phone.)
AGBOI97
Favorite series.
WINDY
AG or otherwise?
AGBOI97
Lol haha um... both?
WINDY
Omg ok so for AG I like Samantha’s obviously I’m a Samantha girl but particularly the later
books with Nellie and Nellie’s sisters and when she’s living with her uncle...
AGBOI97
Wow you are SUCH a Samantha and I can tell you and your Samantha really are made for each
other
WINDY
And then for non-AG this is embarrassing but I’ve always loved those Warrior Cat books? My
dad’s allergic to cats so we could never have one so idk I really like thinking feral cats have a
cool social hierarchy in the woods it’s kinda cool I guess and maybe then they don’t need us to
adopt them?
AGBOI97
Cool cool yeah I remember those!
WINDY
Wait so what doll are you?
I mean which Beforever, like the historicals....
Agh wait since you’re a boy that must be so hard! I’m sorry !!
Does Logan have books or??
AGBOI97
No don’t worry about it! Yeah no I don’t think Logan has books, ‘cause he’s still so new, I
actually don’t have Logan though, you’d think but – yeah, no, eh... So honestly this is gonna
sound like I’m trying to be ~obscure~ but I really like Nellie. I like how much she cares about
her family and her can-do spirit. Her books really resonated with me.
WINDY
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Nellie and Samantha... the original Best Friends line. Guess we’re meant to be, haha.
(An excruciatingly long delay. Windy is on the verge of dEATH.)
WINDY
Sorry agh I didn’t mean to––
AGBOI97
No no! It’s just that my roommate just walked in looking for a charger haha.
...
Samantha and Nellie. Yeah totally. I like it. :)
LIGHTS.

